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over, they are often invasive,[2] require 
high vacuum,[3] or preclude real-space 
information,[4] thus preventing in situ 
studies of materials. These two characteri-
zation levels are also reflected in current 
research efforts, for instance, on metal–
organic frameworks (MOFs) that mainly 
focus on two distinct aspects: molecular 
structures being tuned and bulk proper-
ties being measured.[5] MOF chemists 
often vary the molecular building units 
(e.g., installation of a functional group) 
and examine the corresponding change 
in the performance of a bulk sample (e.g., 
gas adsorption isotherm). Alteration of 
MOF particle properties can be caused 
twofold: (1) by differences in “extrinsic 
properties”, that is, physical parameters 

like their particle size, shape, and surface structure, or (2) by 
variations in “intrinsic properties” ruled by chemical attributes 
of the framework. These include casual differences in the com-
position of building blocks,[6] crystallinity,[7] functionalization,[8] 
and defects,[2] but also designed variations as in multivariate 
MOFs. The interplay of both kinds of properties determines 
the overall performance for any application; the mutual impact 
of intrinsic and extrinsic variations correlated to any change in 
individual particle properties in situ is challenging to explore in 
a correlative manner.

At present, an enormous characterization gap exists between the study 
of the crystal structure of a material and its bulk properties. Individual 
particles falling within this gap cannot be fully characterized in a correla-
tive manner by current methods. The authors address this problem by 
exploiting the noninvasive nature of optical microscopy and spectroscopy 
for the correlative analysis of metal-organic framework particles in situ. 
They probe the intrinsic as well as extrinsic properties in a correlated 
manner. The authors show that the crystal shape of MIL-88A strongly 
impacts its optical absorption. Furthermore, the question of how homoge-
neously water is distributed and adsorbed within one of the most promising 
materials for harvesting water from humid air, MOF-801, is addressed. The 
results demonstrate the considerable importance of the particle level and 
how it can affect the property of the material.
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1. Introduction

An ongoing challenge in material science is to determine 
whether the bulk properties are represented by the individual 
particles. The difficulty arises because most common charac-
terization methods measure statistical averages over an entire 
sample to achieve an enhanced signal-to-noise ratio. While 
high-resolution imaging or diffraction techniques can access 
the single-particle level, they are unsuited for multiple-particle 
screening and often probe only one aspect of a sample.[1] More-
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Optical microscopy has proven to be a reliable approach 
for the characterization of MOF particles, beyond bulk experi-
ments.[9–11] Fluorescence microscopy, which relies on light-
emitting functional groups or molecules as readout, could 
reveal key properties and parameters of MOFs by studying 
the location, distribution, and interplay of luminescent probes 
with the hosting MOF scaffold.[9] Even the level of defects and 
heterogeneity within MOFs could be probed at the nano level 
with advanced fluorescence lifetime methods.[10,12] Label-free 
methods, including nonlinear microscopy,[13,14] and vibrational, 
microspectroscopic tools[15] based on Raman scattering or IR 
absorption, have demonstrated their strength by following  
guest molecules in MOFs across micrometer-sized crys-
tals while probing the surrounding environment and defect 
distributions.

Here, we report the development of a dedicated multifunc-
tional imaging system to monitor in situ how spatial variations 
and particle diversity influence the material properties of MOFs 
without the need to consecutively use separate methodologies. 
We combined space-resolved fluorescence and Raman spec-
troscopy with a suite of optical confocal imaging techniques, 
which we abbreviate as multimodal optical spectroscopy and 

in situ imaging correlating (MOSAIC) approach (Figure 1). 
The designed MOSAIC platform combines five modalities 
for correlative material characterization: (1) second harmonic 
generation (SHG) and sum-frequency generation (SFG) to 
visualize the surface texture of MOF crystals; (2) the electronic 
response generated by four-wave-mixing (FWM) to investi-
gate particle morphology and heterogeneity; (3) polarization-
sensitive coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (pCARS) for 
mapping the 3D distribution of chemical compounds within 
the reticular frameworks; (4) space-resolved vibrational spec-
troscopy, that is, spontaneous Raman scattering, to identify and 
quantify any changes within the modified host material; (5) 
two-photon-induced chemiluminescence as a reporter signal 
for direct targeting light-sensitive materials. All five modalities 
for imaging and spectroscopy are complementary to each other 
and extendable by modalities that provide, for example, higher 
spatial resolution or faster data acquisition.[16]

The power of the label-free MOSAIC platform was demon-
strated first on the multimodal characterization of single 
crystals of UiO-67, an archetypical MOF, as a proof-of-concept. 
Next, we turned our attention toward probing MOFs’ extrinsic 
properties (i.e., particle-dependent interactions with light). 

Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2104530

Figure 1. Graphic illustration of the MOSAIC analysis for the single-particle level characterization. The lower colored panels provide an overview of avail-
able MOSAIC methods, the observed particle characteristics, and the general modality behind the method. Images from left to right: crystal structure, 
brightfield image, and crystalline powder of MOF UiO-67. Abbreviations: SFG: sum-frequency generation; SHG: second harmonic generation; FWM: 
four-wave-mixing; CARS: coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering; 2PE: two-photon excitation.
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Specifically, we investigated the photochemical behaviors of 
the MOF, MIL-88A, which can serve as nano-antennas and 
exhibit morphology-dependent responses. The micron-sized 
crystals resonate shape-dependently with incident laser irradia-
tion, allowing for a selective, optically triggered manipulation 
of crystals. Finally, we examined the intrinsic property (guest–
framework interaction) of water adsorption in MOF-801 and 
found that water adsorbs in clusters within the material, which 
is characterized by missing cluster defects. Thus, the label-free, 
multimodal platform developed here enables us to reveal the 
impact of crystal heterogeneities in MOFs.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Development of Multimodal Imaging and Spectroscopy

The developed multimodal setup is shown in Figure 2a 
(Experimental Section, Note  S1, Supporting Information) and 
based on a confocal laser-scanning microscope (CLSM) with 
two types of laser sources: (1) we implemented continuous 
wave (CW) lasers in the visible for fluorescence and sponta-
neous Raman scattering-based imaging and spectroscopy; and 
(2) we incorporated an all-fiber-based, jitter-free, dual-color 
femtosecond-laser in the near-infrared (NIR) for nonlinear 
imaging. The excitation laser at 774  nm was implemented as 
the pump laser, while the laser excitation at 1053  nm served 
for super-continuum generation between 770 and 1100  nm in 
a photonic crystal fiber (Note  S1, Supporting Information). 
Both NIR light sources (and their combinations) are dedicated 
to probing nonlinear optical responses in MOF crystals at the 
confocal volume. The nonlinear responses are detected by 
avalanched photodiodes (APD) and recorded via a dual-channel 
time-correlated single-photon counting (TCSPC) card. Spectral 
information originating from the confocal volume is collected 
in epi-direction by a spectrograph equipped with an emCCD 
camera. The sCMOS camera is implemented as the third 
detection alternative in epi-direction and used for bright-field 
imaging to position the sample on the confocal microscope.

The spectroscopic signatures of the imaging modalities are 
designed to occur between 390 and 750 nm (Figure 2b). They are 
orthogonally combinable and, hence, allow for probing different 
material properties simultaneously. Here, label-free processes are 
based on nonlinear interactions of the pulsed laser fields with 
the investigated material and are described by their higher-order, 
nonlinear susceptibility χ(n). The expected power dependencies 
for each spectroscopic signature were  experimentally confirmed 
(Note S2 and Figure S1, Supporting Information). A detailed over-
view of each method is given in Table S1, Supporting Information.

To characterize metal–organic framework particles spec-
troscopically in a label-free manner, we incorporated SHG 
and SFG (Figure  2c) using the fundamental laser lines at 774 
and 1053  nm of the dual-color fs-laser. The observed signals  
(Figure  2b) were  generated at ωSHG  =  2 · ωpump and  
ωSFG = ωpump  +  ωprobe and observed at 387 and 457.8 nm, respec-
tively. To probe the inner structure and chemical composition 
of MOF particles, we incorporated FWM and CARS imaging in 
the red to NIR spectral range. FWM occurs at ωFWM = 2 ωpump  
−  ωprobe (Figure 2c), that is, its spectral signature is blue-shifted 

with respect to the pump pulse at 774  nm. In this paper, we 
mainly use FWM at 612  nm, if not stated otherwise. To pro-
vide chemical sensitivity, we chose the wavelength of the probe 
pulse ωprobe, such that the energy difference between both light 
fields ωpump −  ωprobe coincides with a specific vibrational transi-
tion ωi of the material; in Figure 2b, it is illustrated for the CC 
stretch vibration in UiO-67 at 688  nm, that is, at 1614 cm–1. 
This resonantly enhanced FWM process is referred to as CARS 
(Figure  2c). To suppress any additional, non-resonant, elec-
tronic background, we exploited the polarization-dependence 
of the signal and implemented polarization-sensitive CARS 
(pCARS; Experimental Section).[17] In combination with spectral 
focusing,  [18] we established pCARS as a fast 3D chemical 
imaging tool that selectively maps characteristic Raman reso-
nances of MOFs. As the last imaging contrast, we incorporated 
one photon (1PE) and two-photon excitation (2PE) induced fluo-
rescence imaging at 532 and 774 nm (Figure 2c). These allowed 
mainly for addressing fluorescent probes or MOF materials 
emitting in the blue/green spectral range (Figure  2b) if com-
bined with other modalities probed by our MOSAIC approach.

Next, we demonstrated the strength of the MOSAIC plat-
form to correlatively image and spectrally characterize reticular 
materials, in particular, MOF at the single-particle level. In a 
proof-of-concept experiment, we studied the electronic and 
vibrational properties of UiO-67 particles (Note S4, Supporting 
Information) in a space-resolved manner. To probe the surface 
properties of unlabeled UiO-67 particles, we used both spectro-
scopic signatures: SHG and SFG. SHG allows for the mapping 
of surfaces or non-centrosymmetric materials and polariza-
tion information in crystalline structures (Table S1, Supporting 
Information). SFG as a second-order nonlinear optical response 
is equally sensitive to non-centrosymmetric species as it is usu-
ally the case for symmetry-breaking interfaces. As seen in both 
panels of Figure 2d, both types of imaging clearly show the sur-
face roughness of UiO-67 and reveal cracks and substructures 
of the particle surface, which are barely visible in bright-field 
images. Next, we tested two label-free imaging modalities to 
access the 3D structure of UiO-67, namely FWM and pCARS 
(Figure  2e,f). The spectral regions addressed for FWM (no 
spectral resonance) and pCARS (resonant to the strong peak 
at 1615  cm–1) are marked in Figure  2g. The particles show a 
very homogeneous signature and regular shape identical to the 
bright-field image, as it is expected from the crystalline, solid 
material with little to no defects. FWM and pCARS offer strong 
2D sectioning capabilities that restrict the detected signal to 
single cross-sections through the UiO-67 assembly. Consecu-
tively, it can reconstruct the inner structure of MOF crystals in 
3D (Figure S2, Supporting Information). To control the homog-
enous chemical composition of UiO-67, we further employed 
spontaneous Raman spectroscopy within the particle volume as 
well as at air–particle interfaces of the same particle in addi-
tion to CARS microscopy. (Figure S3, Supporting Information). 
A detailed assignment of vibrations in the solid-state Raman 
spectra of linker and UiO-67 (Figure  2g) is given in Table S2, 
Supporting Information. In line with space-resolved Raman 
mapping of the sample (Figure S4, Supporting Information), 
both measurements yielded no spectral differences in the 
recorded Raman signatures but concomitantly confirmed the 
crystallinity of the sample (Figure S5, Supporting Information).

Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2104530
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Figure 2. MOSAIC analysis: physical background, technical realization, and characterization of UiO-67 crystals. a) Schematic of the multimodal, scan-
ning microscope. b) Incorporated imaging modalities are spectrally complementary: SHG and SFG occurs at 387 and 458 nm as shown on a silica 
wafer; 2PE induced emission of RBITC is centered around 510 nm; Raman scattering in UiO-67 and water after 532 nm excitation can be detected 
between 550 and 650 nm and FWM and pCARS in UiO-67 for example, at 612 and 688 nm. c) Energy diagrams of the implemented nonlinear processes, 
including SHG, SFG, FWM, CARS, and Stokes Raman scattering. d–f) Unlabeled UiO-67 particles imaged by bright field and nonlinear microscopy, 
including SHG and SFG (d), FWM at 3300 cm–1 (616 nm; e), and pCARS at 1615 cm–1 (688.2 nm; f), g) Spontaneous Raman signature of UiO-67 par-
ticles and their linker molecule BPDC in solid state phase. The spectral regions chosen for FWM and pCARS imaging in panel (e,f) are marked in red 
and orange, respectively. h) Brightfield and fluorescence images of RBITC-labeled particles after 1PE and 2PE induced emission at 532 and 774 nm. 
i) Corresponding energy diagrams for 1PE and 2PE induced fluorescence in panel (h). Scale bars: 10 µm. Arrows indicate the electric fields of exciting 
light sources and resulting signatures.
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To highlight the flexibility of the developed system, we further 
incorporated luminescence-based imaging with a high signal-
to-noise ratio. Figure  2h shows fluorescently labeled UiO-67 
particles after one-photon excitation (1PE, green; Figure  2i) 
at 532 nm and two-photon excitation (2PE, cyan; Figure 2i) at 
774  nm. These particles were  labeled with 2-RhodamineB-iso-
thiocyanate (RBITC) at the particle surface based on a linker-
exchange reaction,[10] while particles in Figure 2d–f were com-
pletely unlabeled. Due to the 1.6-fold better axial resolution as 
well as the centrosymmetric sensitivity of 2PE imaging, small 
cracks and defects at the surface are more visible. Nevertheless, 
intrinsic labeling of 3D structures is challenging and interferes 
with the original particle structure. Labeling alters the mate-
rial under investigation. Moreover, the fluorescence emission 
is inherently spectrally broad (Figure  2b), which significantly 
limits the multiplexing capabilities. Overall, the one- and two-
photon excitation images in Figure  2h highlight the resolu-
tion enhancement of nonlinear optical microscopy compared 
to one-photon CLSM. The developed multimodal microscope  
system can combine these modalities orthogonally, as demon-
strated for simultaneous 2PE, SHG, and FWM imaging  
(Figure S6, Supporting Information).

2.2. Correlating MIL-88A Crystal Morphologies with Their 
Optical Properties

To illustrate the influence of extrinsic properties of MOF  
crystals, we investigate the correlation between the optical prop-
erties and different morphologies of MIL-88A via our MOSAIC 
platform. We draw our attention to MIL-88A since it is  
frequently employed for applications including drug delivery,[19] 
sensing,[20] and photocatalysis,[21] but also synthesized in a large 
variety of different morphologies.[22] We exploited the label-free 
modalities of our microscope in combination with spatially 
resolved spectroscopy since the quenching behavior of the iron 
centers in MIL-88A renders fluorescence-based single-particle 
studies challenging.

MIL-88A crystals can be synthesized in four different distinct 
morphologies:[22] as needle-like and bipyramidal microparticles 
with sizes of ≈1–4 µm, bipyramidal nanoparticles with diame-
ters ≈300–500 nm, and spherical nanoparticles of 50 nm in size 
(Note S4, Supporting Information). Independent of their mor-
phology, all particle types show an identical unit cell as seen 
from the XRD.[22] Similar findings were made using Raman 
spectroscopy (Figure S7, Supporting Information). While the 
Raman signature of linker molecules strongly differs from 
MIL-88A particles, it is remarkably similar for particles with 
different morphologies (Table S3, Supporting Information). No 
additional enhancement effects or shifts in Raman resonances 
due to varying particle geometries were observed. To study 
the influence of extrinsic properties on the optical properties 
of MOF crystals, we chose crystalline microparticles, which 
differ in morphology but share similar dimensions. Figure 3a,b 
shows the SEM images of both microparticle morphologies. 
We first determined the length and width distribution for both 
morphologies by label-free FWM imaging at ≈3400 cm–1 (i.e., at 
612.7 nm; Figure 3c; Figure S8, Supporting Information). The 
elongated needle-shaped particles have a length of 3.29 (±1.12) 

µm and a width of 0.79 (± 0.34) µm. The broad length distribu-
tion with an FWHM of 2.52 µm can be explained by the unsyn-
chronized stochastic growth during synthesis.

In contrast, the approximately spherical, bipyramidal micro-
particles show a narrow distribution 1.47 (± 0.23) µm in length 
and 1.26 (± 0.18) µm in width. Next, we imaged a mixture of 
both morphologies with FWM microscopy to study how this 
spatial variance of the MIL-88A morphologies influences their 
electronic response. While both types of particles are sensi-
tive to FWM (Figure  3d, upper panels), the observed FWM 
intensity of MIL-88A needles depends on two parameters: the 
volume of individual particles and the alignment with respect 
to the p-polarization of the excitation laser field. Horizontally 
aligned particles are maximally susceptible to FWM. Their 
observed intensity decreases with an increasing angle toward 
the horizontal orientation. It almost vanishes for particles with 
a vertical alignment as seen in the upper panels of Figure 3d. 
In contrast, bipyramids are strongly susceptible to FWM 
without any preferred orientation. In addition to FWM, they 
surprisingly exhibit chemiluminescence (CL; Figure  3d, blue, 
lower right panel) with a spectrally broad emission spectrum, 
easily distinguishable from the FWM response (Figure S9, Sup-
porting Information). This property is not observed for needle-
shaped MIL-88A particles at an identical excitation power (i.e., 
below 1.9 and 0.1  mW for the pump and probe laser pulses). 
The observed luminescence is accompanied by a strongly pro-
gressing degradation and consecutive splitting of particles 
(Figure 3d, left lower panel, marked particle). The degradation 
products are visible in the bright-field channel. They co-localize 
with the bipyramidal particles before the scanning and the 
detected CL signature during the imaging process.

Degradation and resulting chemiluminescence of the 
MIL-88A microcrystals can occur, when the absorbed energy 
provided by the pulsed, incident laser radiation is higher 
than the activation energy for the oxidation reaction with sur-
rounding oxygen (Figure S9c, Supporting Information). Here, 
the optical absorption of (sub-)micron-sized particles is not only 
dependent on the absorption coefficient of the material itself, 
but also on morphology-dependent resonances, so-called Mie 
modes.[23] Their contribution to absorption and scattering of 
light by small particles becomes most dominant when the light-
induced electromagnetic field inside the particle boundaries 
becomes resonant with the incident light fields. As predicted 
for elongated particles,[24] the absorption of micron-sized par-
ticles is dictated by their chemical composition, the incident 
laser field, the surrounding medium as well as their size and 
shape. Since the first conditions are identical for the different 
types of MIL-88A microcrystals, differences in absorption 
behavior are thought to only depend on the shape or size of the 
crystals (or both). As shown in Figure 3b, which highlights the 
major axis (length) and the minor axis (width) for needle and 
bipyramidal crystals, the overall shapes of the particles mainly 
differ in the width over length ratio. We, hence, introduced the 
ellipticity per particle as a ratiometric parameter to describe 
their morphology. It is given as 1 minus the width to length 
ratio and varies between 0 and 1 for spherical and elongated 
particles, respectively. The advisability of the ellipticity para-
meter is illustrated when comparing the volumes of needle-
like and bipyramidal particles, which can be approximately 

Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2104530
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described as ellipsoidal and spherical volume. Their distribu-
tion is depicted in Figure  3e,f (Note S5, Supporting Informa-
tion). While the needle-like particles feature a slightly larger 
volume of 1.08 (± 0.52) µm3 than bipyramids (1.18 ± 0.49 µm3) 
on average, they still share a similar distribution (Figure S8 and 

Table S4, Supporting Infomation). The overlap of both distribu-
tions is very high, dissuading the idea that size is the dominant 
factor for intrinsic particle absorption. It is further supported by 
the fact that bipyramidal crystals of varying sizes show chemi-
luminescence due to degradation, while needles of similar 

Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2104530

Figure 3. Optical behavior of MIL-88A crystals for different morphologies. a,b) SEM images of particles in needle (a) and bipyramidal morphology (b). 
c) Label-free FWM imaging at 3400 cm–1 can determine length and width for every particle. d) Correlative imaging by brightfield, chemiluminescence 
(CL), and four-wave-mixing FWM. e) The volume and f) ellipticity distributions for each morphology clarify the difference in optical behavior. While 
both morphologies are comparable in volume (Needles: V = 1.08 ± 0.52 µm3; N = 246. Bipyramids: V = 1.18 ± 0.49 µm3; N = 115), they are distinguish-
able by their ellipticity (Needles: E = 0.81 ± 0.09; N = 246 / Bipyramids: E = 0.13 ± 0.04; N = 115). g) The wide distribution in ellipticity represents the 
variance in particle length of needle-like MIL-88A, also observed in brightfield. h) Schematic of the observed correlation between CL occurrence and 
ellipticity depending on the excitation power from panel (f) at EP1 = 1.9 mW. An increased excitation power (EP2 = 3.0 mW) is expected to shift the 
absorption threshold to higher ellipticities, resulting in increased CL for needle-like particles. i) BF, FWM, and CL images of needle-shaped crystals at 
EP2. Only the bipyramidal particle shows CL. Scale bars: 1 µm. j) Ellipticity distribution of needles showing only FWM (red, N = 75), needles showing 
CL at EP2 (lilac, N = 40), and bipyramidal particles (light blue, N = 115). The dashed lines indicate roughly the threshold for the respective excitation 
powers. Scale bar (except panel (i)): 2 µm.
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volume stay intact (Figure S10, Supporting Information). The 
ellipticity, on the other hand, clearly differentiates between the 
morphologies and varies between 0.81 (±0.09) for needles and 
0.13 (±0.04) in the case of bipyramids. Notably, the ellipticity 
distribution of the bipyramids is narrow, while the distribution 
of needle-like particles features a sharp peak around 0.85 and a 
broad width between 0.3 and 0.8.

Overall, needle-like particles show a wide distribution in 
size and shape (Figure  3g). As indicated by the additional 
chemiluminescence (Figure 3d), there might be a strong cor-
relation between the reduced ellipticity of particles and the 
enhanced interaction of the exciting laser field. Our results 
predict that more sphere-like particles with small ellipticity 
foster the coupling of the exciting laser field to the particle and 
consecutively, the emission of chemiluminescence by single 
MIL-88A crystals (Figure 3h). This implies we could generate 
chemiluminescence in needle-like particles by adjusting the 
incident excitation power and target MIL-88A crystals below 
a certain ellipticity threshold specifically. The observed FWM 
signature of MIL-88A results from a nonlinear interaction 
with two pulses laser sources: a spectrally broad but chirped 
probe beam at low intensity and a spectrally narrow pump 
beam at high intensities. While we used an excitation power 
of Iprobe  = 0.1  mW and Ipump  = 1.9  mW at first (Figure  3c–f; 
which we referred to as excitation power EP1), we increased 
the excitation power of the pump beam to 3.0  mW (EP2) to 
test our hypothesis in the following. When measuring parti-
cles with needle morphology at higher excitation power, we, 
indeed, found the same variance in absorption behavior for 
the particles as in the artificial mixture of needle and bipy-
ramidal morphologies depicted in Figure 3c. One fraction was 
susceptible to FWM only, while other particles showed addi-
tional chemiluminescence (Figure  3i). To exclude the possi-
bility that the luminescent particles have a different chemical 
composition, we additionally used single-particle-based spon-
taneous Raman spectroscopy (Figure S11, Supporting Infor-
mation). The spectrum clearly identified the luminescent par-
ticle as MIL-88A. When sorting the ellipticities of individual 
needle particles according to their absorption behavior, we 
could directly distinguish between the “FWM only” fraction 
and the luminescent fraction (Figure  3j). The group of par-
ticles only featuring an FWM signal as the optical response 
was characterized by a narrow distribution (FWHM = 0.07)  
of elongated needles centered with an ellipticity of ≈0.86 (± 0.015).  
The degraded particles (CL, lilac) featured a much broader 
distribution (FWHM = 0.33), centered around 0.63 (± 0.07). 
They comprise a mixture of particles with varying degrees 
of the needle and the bipyramidal morphology. The dashed 
grey lines in Figure 3j indicate the ellipticity threshold for the 
optical absorption at the two different excitation power levels. 
Of additional interest in ellipticity is the overlap of both  
fractions between 0.7 and 0.9. The existence of this group 
of particles can be explained by two scenarios, in which the 
intrinsic optoelectronic properties of well-defined needle 
particles are altered: (1) it depends on a coupling of mag-
netic fields by neighboring particles, similar to the reported 
behavior of dielectric silica rods.[25] This is dependent on the 
proximity and concentration of particles and should vanish 
for not-stationary particles in solution. Indeed, we found such 

enhanced light-induced degradation of MOF needles for over-
lapping MIL-88A particles (Figure S12a, Supporting Informa-
tion). (2) The absorption is caused by an increase in the mor-
phologic complexity as suggested by Kulachenkov et al.[26]  
Our findings indicate that the observed absorption 
might be the result of defects within the MOF structure 
(Figure S12b, Supporting Information). Hence, MOSAIC  
enabled us to unveil the relationship between the extrinsic 
property of particle morphology with their absorption 
behavior. To further highlight the impact of local variances 
on intrinsic properties, we investigated the water distribution 
in MOF-801 crystals.

2.3. Particle-Dependent Host–Guest Interactions of MOF-801

MOF-801 is an auspicious material for harvesting water from 
humid air.[27] It was reported that MOF-801 single crystals with 
lower volume have a higher affinity to water than larger-sized 
particles.[28] This difference, however, could not be explained by 
the crystal size alone nor correlated with the local morphology 
and intrinsic properties of the material. We, hence, investigated 
the position-dependent performance of water adsorption in 
MOF-801 particles in situ.

MOF-801 crystals feature an octahedral shape with sizes up 
to tenths of micrometers with triangular faces. They consist 
of zirconium oxide clusters and fumaric acid linkers arranged 
in a cubic framework (Note S4, Supporting Information).[28] 
Per unit cell, three water binding sites are reported: two tetra-
hedral and one octahedral binding site. Starting from the dry 
MOF material, water molecules attach first to primary binding 
sites, that is, the zirconium oxide clusters in the tetrahedral 
cavities. Consecutively, water molecules bridge the primarily 
bound molecules in the tetrahedral cavities before filling up 
the octahedral cavities until saturation is reached.[28] To eluci-
date the distribution of water in MOF-801, we employed Raman 
spectroscopy and hyperspectral imaging in combination with 
pCARS imaging, next. Figure 4a depicts the Raman spectrum 
of the evacuated MOF-801 (black curve). The MOF scaffold is 
characterized by its dominant bands at ≈1440 cm–1 (symmetric 
O-C-O stretching mode), ≈1666  cm–1 (C-C stretching mode), 
and ≈3150  cm–1 (C-H stretch vibration) and is in excellent 
agreement with the literature (Table S5, Supporting Informa-
tion). The stretch mode of μ3OH in Zr cluster is present as 
a sharp resonance at 3680 cm–1 (Figure 4b). Upon exposure to 
humid air, additional water molecules diffuse into the material 
and adsorb within the pores. This process alters the Raman 
spectrum, most dominantly between 3100 and 3700  cm–1 
(Figure 4a,b): the signature of the hydroxyl groups in the crystal 
lattice around 3680 cm–1 vanishes due to hydrogen bonding 
with adsorbed water molecules while a broad Raman resonance 
between 3200 and 3600 cm–1 appears due to the O-H stretch 
vibration of bridging water molecules (spectra at ≈33%RH). 
This broad peak is characteristic for liquid water and served 
to visualize the water adsorption in the framework via Raman 
based imaging.

We, therefore, addressed the question of how homogene-
ously water is distributed and adsorbed within MOF-801. 
To map the water distribution over a region of interest and 

Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2104530
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quantify the absolute amount of water at 3%RH, we employed 
spatially-resolved pCARS imaging in addition to brightfield and 
FWM imaging. Figure 4c displays an example area of clustered 
crystals at 22.1 °C and 3%RH. While brightfield and FWM 
imaging showed a random clustering of crystals, the pCARS 
modality revealed an additional, surprisingly uneven distri-
bution of water molecules over the field of view. Most areas 
showed a similar level of uptaken water as observed by hyper-
spectral Raman imaging on homogeneously grown crystals 
(Figure S13, Supporting Information), but small, localized spots 
exhibited a significantly higher water content. We performed 
in situ Raman spectroscopy at selected points in the region of 
interest to exclude the possibility that this distribution could be 
an artifact introduced by the imaging modality or a potential 
nonlinear FWM background hampering a quantitative determi-
nation of uptaken water. Using the linear concentration depend-
ence of spontaneous Raman scattering, we determined the 
relative amount of water compared to MOF-801 (Figure 4c; Note 
S6, Supporting Information) and found a correlation between 
an increased level of adsorbed water and the increase in pCARS 
intensity (Figure  4d). Concomitantly, we observe a reduction 
in signal strength of the μ3-OH stretch in Zr cluster around 
3680 cm–1, which can be ascribed to the formation of hydrogen  
bonds between adsorbed water molecules and the μ3-H 
residue. Although less prominent, we equally observe localized 
water accumulations in samples exposed to higher humidity 
(Figure S14, Supporting Information). Water molecules tend to 
accumulate in small, confined areas (e.g., at measuring posi-
tion 5, Figure 4c). When comparing the results from brightfield 
and pCARS imaging of various particles in 3D, we could indeed 
identify locally confined volumes with enhanced, incorporated 
water (Figure S15, Supporting Information) that co-localized 
with deformed crystals visible in the brightfield channel.

Structural defects are ubiquitous and occur at various levels 
in MOFs,[29] starting at missing linkers and/or metal sites, 
substitutional defects over to crystal mismatches or amorphous 
particles, to name a few. In particular, extended defects in MOF, 
that is, at a grain boundary of two crystals or within polycrystal-
line areas, could contribute to the enhanced water uptake. To 
decipher the underlying mechanism of water collection and  
the chemical nature of the observed defects, we set out  
for various correlative approaches. We combined pCARS 
imaging for fast chemical identification, spontaneous Raman 
spectroscopy to probe the local chemical fingerprint of the 
material and/or the defects, fluorescence imaging for moni-
toring local cluster defects and FWM imaging, which allows to 
visualize structural defects[14] by probing the electronic response 
of the material.

Enhanced water incorporation is spatially confined in 3D 
as observed by pCARS (Figure 5a). FWM imaging can identify 
spatial inhomogeneities (as seen at locations 1–3), which  
frequently (but not conclusively) coincide with areas localized 
by pCARS. Confined water uptake below the dew point can 
only occur if additional space due to missing linker or metal 
sites is available. To answer the question, if enhanced FWM 
signals were due to unsaturated metal sites, we made use of 
the liquid-phase, acid-catalyzed self-condensation reaction[30] of 
furfuryl alcohol (FA). Oligomerization of the colorless FA takes 
place at accessible Brønsted acid sites leading to fluorescent 
products (see Note S7, Supporting Information). We employed 
two-photon excited fluorescence microscopy in correlation with 
FWM imaging to probe the spatial distribution of the FA con-
densation mediated by MOF-801 via fluorescence imaging and 
the material’s response by FWM (Figure  5b,c). As expected, 
we observed pronounced emission in the green channel  
(520–600  nm), at uneven surfaces and cracks (white area), as 

Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2104530

Figure 4. Water adsorption in MOF-801. a) Raman spectrum of MOF-801 in dry (black) and humid environment (blue; 32%RH). Characteristic spectral 
contributions due to adsorbed water and the hydroxyl vibration within the Zr cluster are marked with arrows. b) Zoom-in of (a). The integrated bands 
serve to determine the relative amount of water and hydrogen bonding compared to MOF-801. c) Water distribution in MOF-801 crystals visualized 
by brightfield, FWM, and pCARS imaging at 10%RH. Numbered circles indicate measurement points in (d). Scale bar: 2 µm. d) Relative amount of 
adsorbed water observed by Raman spectroscopy at selected areas in panel (b).
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well as at sharp edges of MOF-801 crystals (Figure 5b; arrows). 
Here, unsaturated metal sites at the interface of three surfaces 
were freely accessible and featured strong catalytic activity. 
Enhanced polymerization was further observed at the interface 
of grain boundaries (Figure  5c; arrows), where different crys-
tals were growing into each other. While the fluorescence assay  
successfully reported extended defect sites due to missing 
linkers, the collected material response by FWM imaging 
hardly co-localized with the signature of polymerized FA mole-
cules, indicating that open metal sites are not the key element 
responsible for enhanced water incorporation.

Next, we combined pCARS imaging with in situ Raman 
spectroscopy to directly probe the local chemical environment 

around water clusters (Figure  5d–g). First, confined water 
clusters in MOF-801 were identified via pCARS imaging at 
38.5 %RH (marked by orange circles in Figure 5d). Afterward, 
the sample was dried for half an hour by a nitrogen flow to 
study the chemical differences without the influence of guest 
molecules. The chemical composition of MOF-801 in dry state 
was probed by spontaneous Raman spectroscopy. A compar-
ison (Figure  5d,e) between the spectral signature of a defect 
site (Position 2) and regular crystal (Position 1) reveals large 
chemical similarities of the MOF material probed within the 
confocal volume. Nevertheless, subtle changes in amplitude, 
that is, in the concentration of different species are apparent. 
Distinct changes in the fingerprint and water region become 

Adv. Mater. 2022, 34, 2104530

Figure 5. Chemical characterization of water clustering sites in MOF-801. a) 3D localization of a confined water cluster in MOF-801 by pCARS at 
35.6%RH in comparison to FWM at 0%RH. b,c) Detection of open metal clusters by acid-site assisted polymerization of furfuryl alcohol (FA) in 
MOF-801 crystals using BF, FWM, and 2PE imaging. Enhanced polymerization is observed at b) edges and tips and c) areas of inter-crystal growth.  
d–f) Correlative characterization of the chemical environment at areas with enhanced water incorporation by d) pCARS imaging and e–g) spontaneous 
Raman spectroscopy. Water cluster sites and regular crystals were identified by pCARS imaging at 38.5 %RH (d). e) Raman spectra at positions 1 and 
2 that are marked in (d). f–g) Difference spectra between the Raman signature at defect sides and sites of normal crystal growth in the fingerprint 
region (f) and C-H stretch to water region (g). The mean values (line) and standard deviations (shaded area) represent the average over five locations 
each. Differences due to missing clusters (blue) and concomitant reduction in residual DMF (green) and uncaging of fumaric acid (red) are marked for 
the corresponding resonances. Arrows indicate the direction of spectral shift. h) Water distribution at different relative humidities mapped by pCARS 
imaging in correlation with FWM microscopy at 0%RH and Raman spectroscopy. i) For 0 %RH, the Raman signature at confined water clusters also 
shows a reduction of the Zr: μ3OH stretch vibration, indicating a smaller degree of metal clusters in MOF-801. Scale bars: 5 µm. Abbreviations: bright-
field (BF), four-wave mixing (FWM), two-photon excited fluorescence (2PE), polarization-sensitive coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (pCARS).
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visible in the difference spectrum (between defect sites to crys-
tals; Figure 5f,g). Negative signatures report on species that are 
more abundant in the regular crystalline material. Figure  5f 
reveals a decrease in Zr: μ3-OH stretch vibration intensity at 
3680 cm–1 and a reduction of the aliphatic C-H stretch vibra-
tion between 2830 and 2950 cm–1 due to fewer residual DMF 
molecules. Both findings hint toward missing metal sites that 
are complexed with residual organic solvent molecules in the  
regular material. As the vibrational signature of free fumaric 
acid significantly differs from complexed linker molecules in 
MOF-801 (Tables S3 and S5, Supporting Information), missing 
metal sites should cause shifts of the linker-associated reso-
nances. Indeed, we observe a broadening and shift of linker-
associated Raman resonances toward the signature of the free 
fumaric di-anion,[31] respectively linker molecule in the finger-
print region (Figure  5g). In particular, the broadening of the 
symmetric carboxyl stretch vibration at 1436  cm–1 showcases 
the coexistence of fully-coordinated and partially-coordinated 
linkers in the studied volume. Our findings indicate that 
missing clusters defects are majorly responsible for the macro-
pore formation and enhanced water incorporation, which is in 
line with a missing co-localization with FA polymers that form 
at metal clusters (Figure 5b,c).

On the other hand, it is unintuitive, as one might expect 
less binding events of water at missing cluster defects due 
to its higher affinity for hydrogen bonding to cluster than to  
carboxylate residues of the linker. As different kinds of defects 
might contribute at early and later stages of water uptake, we 
next probed the onset and progression of water adsorption in 
macropores by pCARS at different humidities. In combination 
with Raman spectroscopy to identify missing cluster defects 
and FWM to visualize the material response, the MOSAIC 
platform can correlate the results and enables in-depth studies 
of the influences of defect types on water uptake (Figure 5h,i). 
As expected, FWM shows a heterogeneous material response 
with strong signals at interfaces and edges (Figure  5h) and 
highly located defect sites. pCARS reveals already at 3.9 %RH, 
an overall broad uniform increase of water uptake mixed with 
confined areas that show an enhanced amount of water. While 
spontaneous Raman spectroscopy could confirm a reduced 
availability of metal centers at these sites (Figure  5i), pCARS 
imaging clearly shows a heterogeneous uptake of water with 
increasing exposure to humid air: we observed a gradual 
increase of water uptake, for example, at position 2, while water 
uptake at position 3 shows an almost stepwise response – which 
underlines, again, the heterogeneous chemical surrounding of 
each water cluster.

Overall, our findings give strong evidence that primarily 
missing metal clusters are responsible for extended defects, 
which provide additional bindings sites for water. Water can 
accumulate in the macro-pores created by the initial defects, 
which consecutively act as seeds for droplet formation and, 
hence, locally restricted compartments with high water con-
tent. Moreover, this example highlights the capability of the 
developed approach: while each of the applied spectroscopic 
techniques provides selective insights, MOSAIC allows for 
combining them in a full picture, in which macropores can 
be localized, chemically characterized, and water uptake moni-
tored in situ in a spatially resolved manner.

3. Conclusion

We presented a dedicated, correlative optical imaging approach 
combining nonlinear microscopy and spectroscopy to resolve 
hitherto unexplored property relations of MOF crystals at the 
single-particle level. Our method addresses the gap of mate-
rial characterization between the bulk and the unit-cell regime, 
allowing for studying heterogeneity in properties and their inter-
play across crystals and within a single crystal. The developed 
MOSAIC approach allows to study the physical and chemical vari-
ance of MOF particles in a label-free manner as shown for UiO-67, 
to answer how particle composition and morphology affect mate-
rial properties. To demonstrate this fundamental connection, we 
explored the orthogonal nature of FWM and degradation-induced 
chemiluminescence in MIL-88A crystals and could reveal an 
unexpected correlation between optical properties of the material 
and their morphology. In a second example, we investigated the 
chemical nature of extended defects in MOF-801 and showed by 
a correlative study in situ that heterogeneities in intrinsic proper-
ties such as defects in MOF-801 affect the host–guest interaction 
of the material. These two examples highlight the large versatility 
of the developed multimodal system, which is easily applicable to 
study further MOF systems and their heterogeneity with respect 
to host–guest interaction, multivariance in composition or defects 
combining information of separate methodologies in situ. Since 
the interplay of intrinsic and extrinsic properties determines the 
final performance of the synthesized material, we anticipate that 
the MOSAIC analysis giving direct access will turn into an impor-
tant tool for material characterization.

4. Experimental Section
Sample Preparation: Unlabeled UiO-67 crystals were synthesized from 

Zirconium(IV) chloride, biphenyl-4,4’-dicarboxylic acid, and benzoic acid 
following the procedure by Ko et  al.[32] Labeling of UiO-67 crystals with 
RBITC by linker exchange followed the protocol by Schrimpf et al.[10] Both 
particle types were evacuated after synthesis and stored in powder form. 
Crystalline MIL-88A particles as differently sized needles and pyramidal 
particles were synthesized from Iron(III) chloride hexahydrate and fumaric 
acid following the optimized procedures described in Hirschle et al.[22] 
They were stored in ethanol or DMF. A detailed description of the synthesis 
and sample preparation is given in Note S2, Supporting Information.

Multimodal Nonlinear Scanning Microscope: Images and spectra were 
taken on a home-built, confocal laser scanning microscope (Note S1, 
Supporting Information) equipped with three light sources: two CW lasers 
at 532 and 633 nm as well as a fiber-based, dual-color femtosecond laser 
system (FemtoFiber dichro bioMP, Toptica Photonics, Germany) with 
two synchronized pulse trains at 80 MHz. It provides laser pulses with  
≈180 fs pulse duration and 1 W output power at 774  nm. The second 
fs-laser has a central wavelength of 1053 nm, an output power of 1.5 W, 
and a transform-limited pulse duration of ≈135 fs. The unmodified laser 
pulses at 774 and 1053  nm serve for 2PE, SHG, and SFG imaging. For 
FWM and CARS microscopy, laser pulses at 774 nm are chosen as pump 
pulses. To coherently excite molecular vibrations in MOFs, the authors 
employed the 1053  nm excitation to derive a spectrally broad probe 
beam by super-continuum generation within a photonic crystal fiber 
(PCF, NL-1050-Zero-2, NKT Photonics; Note S1, Supporting Information) 
with spectral components between 770 and 1100  nm. The available 
supercontinuum was temporally stretched afterward using an SF6 glass 
rod for spectral focusing. The spectral resolution could be tuned between 
15 and 25 cm–1 depending on the added chirp. To address the full 
spectrum of MOF particles, the temporal delay between both laser pulses 
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was adjusted. The excitation power as well as the linear polarization 
at 774  nm (tuned for pCARS) were controlled by a half-wave plate in 
combination with a linear polarizer. The diameter of all exciting lasers was 
fourfold expanded to overfill the objective of the confocal microscope.

The CW laser lines were superimposed with the designed NIR laser 
pulses and coupled into the inverted scanning microscope by dichroic 
mirrors before focusing onto the sample with a water immersion 
objective (Plan APO VC   60×, 1.2 NA; Nikon). For widefield imaging, the 
authors used a mercury lamp in combination with an sCMOS camera. 
Surface scans were performed by using an XYZ-piezo stage with a 
200 × 200 × 200 µm travel range. Excitation and detection paths were 
decoupled via dichroic beam splitters depending on the chosen imaging 
modalities. The induced signals based on SHG, SFG, FWM, pCARS, and 
fluorescence in the sample were collected by the same objective, focused 
onto a 50  µm pinhole and spectrally separated. The authors used an 
additional notch filter to block the pump wavelength during nonlinear 
imaging. After suited filtering, the detected light was focused on APDs 
(Count Blue / Count Red; LaserComponents) for the blue (<620  nm) 
and red-shifted spectral region, respectively. The detector signal was 
registered by a dual-channel TCSPC card. The data was recorded using 
custom software written in Labview 2018 (National Instruments) and 
C# (VisualStudio 2010, Microsoft). The software employs an FPGA to 
synchronize the recording, the XYZ scanning via analog output signal, 
and the TCSPC card via digital TTL trigger. The pulsed signal of the laser 
(80 MHz) serves as a master clock and is used to trigger the TCSPC 
card detection intervals. Confocal data was extracted for further analysis 
using the software framework PAM.[33] It was further processed using 
Fiji[34] and Matlab 2018b (The MathWorks, Inc; Natick, MA, USA).

Nonlinear Imaging: The excitation power for SHF and SFG imaging 
amounted up to 20 mW for both channels. FWM and pCARS images of 
UiO-67 and MOF-801 were recorded with 11.2 mW for the probe pulses 
and 22.8 mW for the pump pulse, if not stated otherwise. FWM imaging 
of MIL-88A was performed with Iprobe = 0.1 mW and Ipump = 1.9 mW or 
Ipump  = 3.0  mW. For labeled samples, the excitation power was set to 
9.9 µW for one-photon excitation at 532 nm, and 2.7 mW for two-photon 
excitation at 774 nm at the microscope backport. For a good SNR, count 
rates were always kept between 150 and 400 kHz at an acquisition time per 
pixel of 180 µs. All images were averaged over three to four frames. For 
MIL-88A needles, 60 × 60 µm2 areas with 120 nm pixel-size were chosen 
as standard parameters (if not specified otherwise). UiO-67 particles were 
recorded with a pixel size of 160  nm over an area of 500 by 500 pixels 
(80 µm total image size). MOF-801 crystal clusters were imaged over 50 
× 50 µm2 areas with a pixel size of 100 nm. Single MOF-801 crystals were 
imaged over 20 × 20 µm2 areas with a pixel size of 40 nm and averaged 
over ten frames in z with a step size of 0.5 µm if not stated otherwise.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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